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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the lattice path counting has been studied in relation to 
the theory of rank order statistics as a development of the classical ballot 
problem (cf. Mohanty [3]). In this field the number of lattice paths 
dominated by a given path is particularly important in connection with 
several fields of the mathematical theory (cf. Mohanty [3, Chap. 21, 
Shapiro and Zeilberger [7]). And this number is known to be described by 
the determinant 
On the other hand, the polynomial (,:) has a remarkable property, that 
is, to satisfy an addition formula known as the Vandermonde convolution 
formula (cf. Riordan [?I]). Rota, Kahaner, and Odyezko [6] showed these 
addition formulas are analytic closed by their duality theorem. Also, in 
rank order statistics, the determinant 1.x-j I+ ‘/(i-j+ l)!l,, x,1 appeared as 
the probability (Steck [S]). 
Thus, the characterization problem of the determinant sequence 
Fn(-x)= (Pi-,+ ItXj)lnxn for binomial polynomials P,,(X) is interesting for 
us. One solution of this problem was given by Niederhausen [4] in con- 
nection with statistics. In this paper, the other characterization shall be 
given in relation to random tableaux based on an addition formula and a 
lower ladder property of the sequence F,,(x). 
Let us give a brief description of contents of this paper. Section 2 deals 
with a lower ladder property and an addition formula of the determinant 
sequence F,(x). This addition formula in the case of p,(x) = (,‘) show that 
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the set of all lattice paths dominated by a given path and dominating the 
other path is decomposed into a sum of multiples of the sets of lattice paths 
dominated by each given path (cf. Mohanty [3, Chap. 2, Theorem 11). 
The determinant sequence F,,(x) is considered as a functional on the 
tableau E with i-j+ 1 in each (i, j) cell. In Section 3, we show that if the 
determinant sequence F:(x) associated with a given random tableau Y (as 
for the definition, see Sect. 3) satisfies the same ladder property or the same 
addition formula as the sequence FJx), the tableau Y is equal to the 
tableau E except for cells with negative integers, and therefore the sequence 
F!‘(x) is equal to the sequence F,,(x). 
In Section 4, a result of Shapiro and Zeilberger [7] is shown as a simple 
consequence of the lower ladder property of the determinant sequence 
I(,~ ;+,L,,. 
In the sequel, we use the following notations: 
x = (x, ) x,,...); 
x* = ‘x, transposed vector of x; 
Ip,,l,,.,,(~)=det(p,~(~~)),.,,; 
I~,,I,,~~(x*)=det(p,,(x~)),,.,,; 
IPi,l~~x,~(x~I/‘*)=det(~,(x,+~i)),~x,~; 
for the binomial sequence p,Jx), 
FJ-~)= IP, ,+Ilnx,,(x)> f-,,(x) = 1; 
x(k) = (xl, + , ) xj( + * ,... ); 
(xc y*)(k) = x(k) 5 y*(k); 
x (rf .._ ii) = Cxl,...3 x,, 1 > -y,, + I,..., -xj2- 1, X,]+ I,..., X,k- 1, Xin+ I,... ), 
i, < ... <i,; 
a, = a/ax,, (7, = qay, . 
2. LOWER LADDER PROPERTY AND ADDITION FORMULA 
OF THE SEQUENCE F,,(x) 
For the sets of binomial sequences p,(x) and delta operators P(D) (as 
for these definitions, see [6]), Rota, et al. [6] constructively showed the 
following remarkable duality: 
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LEMMA 1. For any binomial sequence p,(x), there exists a unique delta 
operator P(D) such that 
f’(D) P,(X) = in- l(x). (2.1) 
Also, the converse is true. 
Remark. We note p,(x) = 1. This property is well used in Section 3. 
For any permutation o of degree n, set the permutation p of degree n 
such that 
p = (n + 1 - o(n),..., n + 1 - O( 1)). 
Since the total number I(p) of inversions of p equals Z(O) and the character 
E(C) of the symmetric group is defined by (- 1)““’ (cf. [I]), we easily 
obtain. 
LEMMA 2. For any determinant la,,!,, x ,,, 
Ia,,I,,.,,= la n + I ,A + I I P! x !I 
holds. 
In this paper, we fix a binomial sequence p,,(x) and a delta operator 
P(D) under (2.1). Then, in the following proposition, we will show that the 
delta operator P(D) is, in a sense, a lower ladder operator of the sequence 
Fh). 
PROPOSITION 3. We have the following relations: 
f’(~i)F,,(x)=F,, 1(x,,,)--F,,~~,(x(,+,,), l<i<n--1, (2.2) 
P(a,z) F,(x) = F,, - 1(x), (2.3) 
f’(&) F,,(Y*) = F,,- ,(vl;,)> (2.4) 
P(JOf’,,(y*)=F” .,(Yz,)-Fn -ICY: -1~),2diGn. (2.5) 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1, we have, for 1 d k < n - 1, 
f’(a,) FAX) = lpi- ,+ 1 --ri,Jnxrl (xl 
=IP,-j+*--;j,~(Xj)-6j.k+IPi-k(Xk)lnxn 
=Fk~,(x)(F,~k(x(k))-F,-~((~~x)(k))) 
=F,~,(x~k))-F,,-,(x~k+,)), 
where rkx = (xi ,..., x~-~,x~+~,x~,x~+~ ,...). (2.3) is trivial. As for the 
proof of (2.4) and (2.5) we may only use Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
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We have the following addition formula of the determinant sequence 
F,(x) similar to the binomial sequence p,(x). 
PROPOSITION 4. The sequence F,(x) satisfies 
F,,(xo Y*)= i F,(Y*) F,, ,(x(k)). (2.6) 
k = 0 
Remark. In the case of p,(x) = (;), F,,(xq y*) is the counting number of 
where lattice paths to dominate -y and be dominated by x - e 
e = (1, l,...) (cf. [3, Chap. 21). 
For the proof of Proposition 4, we prepare 
LEMMA 5. For an.y integer 1 to satisfy 0 d 1 d n, we have 
k+)l~k(~i) F,,~,((x~Y*)(~))=F,,(x~Y”‘*), (2.7) 
where y (I)= (m, y,+,, y,,, )... ). 
Proof. In the case of I= 0, (2.7) is trivial. For the any fixed positive 
integer I, we assume (2.7) is true to I - 1. In the determinant F,,(x 0 y” - I’*), 
the vector in the 1 line is developed as following: 
(P,(X, +y,),..., p,(x,+ Y,), l>%..) 
= ,F, pk(yl)(p, k(x,), p,- k- ,(X,)Y., P,tx, -k), l, or.). 
Therefore, 
/~-I 
kCO(-l)kPk(Yk)F,,~ir((‘;.~*)(k)) 
= (-l)‘+‘p,(y,)F,, J(xoy*)(l))+F,,(xoy”)*) Q.E.D. 
holds. 
For l= n, Lemma 5 becomes 
COROLLARY 1. F,(x)=C;=,(-~)~ pk(yk) F,,-,((xoy*)(k)). 
Setting x = (O,...) in Corollary 1, we have 
COROLLARY 2. C;z,(-i)kpk(yk)Fn~k(y*(k))=O. 
Proof of Proposition 4. We prove it by mathematical induction. In the 
case of n = 1, (2.6) exactly equals the binomial identity of pi(x). For any 
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fixed positive integer n, we assume (2.6) is true to n - 1. Using Corollary 1 
of Lemma 5 and the hypothesis of the induction, we have 
F,*(.=y*)=Fn(x)+ i (-l)k~‘Pk(yk)F,,-k((Xoy*)(k)) 
k=l 
=F,,(x)+ 2 (-1)k-’ pk(~k)n~kF,(y*(k))F,~k-i(x(i+k)) 
k=l i=o 
t-i)kp’ Pk(.Yk)FiT;.(Y*(k)) Fn--/(x(j)). 
> 
By Corollary 2 of Lemma 5, the term in the bracket of the last equation is 
FJy*). Thus, we obtain (2.6). Q.E.D. 
3. DETERMINANTS ASSOCIATED WITH RANDOM TABLEAUX 
We consider the following random tableau Y with infinite cells occupied 
by integers k,i, i, j, = 1, 2 ,..., 
ki, . . . . k, -a. 
We define the sequence F:(x) of determinants associated with the random 
tableau Y as follows: 
434 = IPk,,li,i= I,..., o(x), 
F,y(x) = 1, 
(3.1) 
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where pk,,(x) is the binomial sequence related to the delta operator P(D). 
For convenience, if k, is a negative integer, we set pk,,(x) = 0. If k, equals 
i-j+ 1, the tableau Y is called the elementary tableau E, and the sequence 
F:(x) is the sequence F,(x) in Section 2. 
We give an equivalence relation in the set of random tableaux. If a 
tableau Y, equals the other tableau Y,, except for cells with negative 
integers, we call Y, is equioalenf to Y2: 
Y (E Y,. 
The corresponding sequences F:‘(x) and F?(x) are obviously same. 
The first n x n component in the tableau Y is denoted by Y02). 
In this section, we shall give two characterizations of the determinant 
sequence F,,(X) in view of the random tableaux: 
(a) the first is by the lower ladder property of the sequence F,,(x); 
(b) the second is by the addition formula of the sequence F,,(X). 
We start by giving (a). 
THEOREM 6. If it holds for some random tableau Y that 
P(I3,) F:(x) = 1 (3.2) 
and 
then the tableau Y is equivalent to the elementary tableau E. 
Proof. In the case of n = 1, Lemma 1 gives 
F:(x) = F,(x). 
By the mathematical induction, we assume for some fixed positive integer 
n. 
y’” - 1) z E’” 1). (3.4) 
In the right-hand side of (3.3), the polynomial of the highest degree in the 
variable x1 is (-,)“+I p, _ ,(x1). If we expand the determinant of the left- 
hand side of (3.3) in the first column and look for the polynomial of the 
highest degree in the variable x, , (3.3) must give the following equation: 
(-lr+l I~,-,,4n~,I(n-,)x(n-,)(X(I))Pkn,-1(XI)=(-l)n+’Pn~,(X,), 
(3.5) 
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where the matrix A,-, = (p,-j)+ l)x(n-2) and the vector 
(9, ~ 1 = (Pk,,Y..? pknm,,J. Therefore, we have 
Pk,,-l(XI)=Pn-l(X1) (3.6) 
and 
that is. 
IAn- 1, 4,1- ,Ip- l)x(n 1) k(l))= 1, (3.6) 
k,, =n (3.6’) 
and 
where ‘e,? ~, = (O,..., 0, 1) is the (n - 1)th unit vector in the (n - 1 )-dimen- 
sional space. 
In the next step, the coefficient of p, (x, ~ ,) in (3.7’) must be equal to 
zero, 
IA,,-2, qn-21~n-2~x(n-*) @,,,,I-,,I=@ (3.8) 
As we successively continue the above deduction, we obtain the final 
equation 
P.&n) = 0. (3.9) 
Next, we put (3.9) into the previous step, and we get 
PkJX,*) = 0, 
and so on. Thus, we finally obtain the vector qnp ], 
‘qn ~ ] = (0 )...) 0, 1 ). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Putting (3.6)’ and (3.11) in (3.3), and comparing the degree of x, (2 <j<n) 
in both sides, we obtain 
Pk,,b) = Pn + 1 ~ j(X), j = 2,..., n. (3.12) 
Thus, (3.6)‘, (3.11), and (3.12) give the equivalence relation Y(“)z,!?). 
Q.E.D. 
Using Lemma 2, we can easily induce Theorem 6 to the following: 
409/123/Z-8 
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COROLLARY. If it holds for some random tableau Y that 
P(q) F:(y*) = 1 
and 
p(%,)F,Y(Y*)=F,y_1(Ykn,)-F~--,(Y;E,~I)), n 22, 
then the tableau Y is equivalent to the elementary tableau E. 
Now, we give the other characterization (b) of the sequence F,(X). 
THEOREM 7. The determinant sequence F:(x) satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
F,y(x) = 1, F:(x) f 0, (3.13) 
F:(xoy*)= f Fky(y*) F;~.,(x(k)) (3.14) 
k=O 
Then, the random tableau Y is equivalent to the elementary tableau E. 
Proof: In the case of n = 1, (3.14) gives 
Pk,,(XI + 1’1) = Pk,,(-XI I+ Pk,,(l.l). 
Since pk,,(x) is not zero, we have 
Pk,,(X) = P,(X). 
Using mathematical induction, we assume, for any fixed positive integer n, 
y(“-i)zEE(“-i) (3.15) 
Operating (3.14) by P(8,) P(a,), i, j= l,..., n, we have, from Proposition 3 
and (3.15), 
P(Z,) P(f3/) F;(x? y*) 
0, .i d i, 
/ 
x1 (Fk- ,(~(*I,)-tl -S,,)F, ,(Y;- I,)) 
(3.16) 
k=f 
x (F,, k ,(x,,,(k))-(1 -b,,,)F,, k ,(-~,,+,,(k)h ,j > i. 
For i= j= 1, (3.16) gives 
O=P(&)P(&)F,y(x.y*) 
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where ‘pnp2 = (p,,.,., P,- z), ‘r, - l = (pk,, _ ,, P~,,~ ..., pk,,- ,) and the matrix 
B npZ = (pip,,+ I)+2jx(n-2j. Therefore, we have 
Pk,,-1(x)=0 (3.17) 
or 
(3.18) 
We assume (3.18) is true. Comparing the coefficients of the polynomial of 
the highest degree in the variable y,, we have 
Pk,,(X) = c> 
(3.19) 
Pk,,W = 0, j = 2,..., n - 1, 
where c is a nonnegative integer by the remark of Lemma 1. We put (3.19) 
into (3.14) and operate the both sides by P(aH). Then, 
holds. Since the right-hand side does not depend on the variable x, we have 
Pk,,@) = c’, (3.20) 
where c’ is a nonnegative integer. As we, again, operate both sides of (3.14) 
with (3.19) and (3.20) by P(%,) P(a,), we obtain 
c(-lp+ 
P~,,~~(x,+Y,)F,~~((xo~‘*)(~)) 
I>- I 
= k~lFk~~(.l::l~)F,,-i~~(x(k)), 
that is, by Proposition 4, 
(c~k,,~2(x,,+~l)+1)~,~2((x0~*)(l))=0. (3.21) 
Since c is a nonnegative integer, (3.21) never holds. Thus, we have (3.17), 
Pk,.b) = cl 2 (3.22) 
where cl is a nonnegative integer. 
Next, operating the both sides of (3.14) by P(%,)P(a,), we have from 
(3.161, 
@I) fY&) F,Y(x~Y*)=F,..~(x~~~(~))-F,- 2(x&l)). (3.23) 
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We compare the degree of both sides of (3.23) in the variable I,, 
j = 2,..., n - 1. Then, we get 
k,,i = n - j + I, 2<j<n-1. (3.24) 
Also, by comparing the degree of the both sides of (3.23) in the variable y,, 
we have 
PkJX) = c2 > (3.25) 
where c2 is a nonnegative integer. From (3.16), (3.22), (3.24), and (3.25), it 
holds 
o= P(&) P(d,) Ff(xoy*) 
=(-l)‘r+’ (‘I P,b, + Yz) IP,, -23 c,, 21(n~2)x(,1~2)(X(~)~Y*(2)), 
(3.26) 
where the matrix Cnm2=(p,. ,+,),,l..2,x,,,~3,. Then we obtain 
c, =o. (3.27) 
Using mathematical induction, we assume for any fixed positive integer 
.i$ n-1, 
pI,,,(.d = c, 3 0, PI;,,,(X) =03 
(3.16) for P(zj) P(Ji+ ,) gives 
P(a;) P(d,+ ,) F;(.u’: y*) 
= (F,- ,(Yl;,)-F,- ,(YT,- ,,))(F,, 
-F,, ~, ,(-q,+dj))). 
Then, the left-hand side of (3.29) easily becomes 
p(3,)F,(xcY*)p(aj+l) Icn ,3qjl(tf~~/lx(n 
i< j, (3.28) 
/-I (xt,+dA) 
(3.29) 
/) ((-x0 y*)(j)), (3.30) 
where 'qj = (pk,, ,,n,..., pk,,) and C,, , is in (3.26). Comparing the degree of 
the right-hand side of (3.29) and (3.30) in the variable y,, , , we obtain 
Pk,+,W = cj+ I 2 0. (3.31) 
Putting (3.31) in (3.14), operating (3.14) by P(ai+ ,) P(ai+ ,) and expanding 
P(Jj+ ,) P(d,+ ,) F,Jxo y*) in the j line, we have from (3.16) 
o=p(a,+l)P(aj+l)F~(xoY*) 
=(-1y+i 
cjFj(xoY~j)) IPjI-, I, C,,~,~~,l(,~j~~,.(,~,~~~,(X(j)oY*(j+l)). 
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Then, it holds cj = 0. Thus, we obtain 
P!+(X) = 0, j= l,..., n-2, 
Pk,-,,“W = cn- 1r 
where c, _, is a nonnegative integer. 
Next, we observe Pi,,. Equation (3.16) gives 
(3.32) 
P(& 1) P(a,J F,y(x~~Y*)=F,,-*(Yi+i 1,)-F,, AYL*,). (3.33) 
From (3.32), the left-hand side of (3.33) is 
Since the right-hand side of (3.33) is independent of the variable x, and y,,, 
we obtain 
Pi&) = P,(X). (3.34) 
Now, we assume c ,,.. , = 0. We have 
Ct’(-y) = P,(x,,) F,,+ ,(,Y). (3.35) 
Operating both sides of (3.14) with (3.35) by P(J,,), we have 
But this is inconsistent with (2.6). Therefore, we obtain by the remark of 
Lemma 1, 
C ,,-I = 1. (3.36) 
Last, we will determine Pi,,. Put (3.24), (3.32), (3.34), and (3.36) in 
F:(x). Subtract (2.6) from (3.14) in each side. Then we have 
Pk,,(Xl + YJ - PAX, + YJ = Pk”,(XI) - P,(Xl) + Pk”,(Yl) - Ph,). 
By the binomial property of the sequence p,(x), we get 
&“I ~ 1 n-1 
,g, Pi(xl)Pknl-i(Yn)= c Pi(Xl)P,,~,bJ 
i= I 
Since polynomials p,(x) are independent of each other, we obtain k,, = n. 
Thus, the tableau Y is equivalent o the elementary tableau E. Q.E.D. 
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4. ON A RESULT OF HILL'S ENZYME MODEL 
Shapiro and Zeilberger [7] gave an interesting result on Hill’s enzyme 
model [2]. We shall give their result as a corollary of Proposition 3. 
Let s be a { 0, 1 } sequence of the length N with n zero elements. Set s as 
m blocks of 0 and 1 (possibly empty at the beginning and the end), respec- 
tively, 
II /I iz /2 /ti? 
s = (O,..., -0, lT1, ozo, El, 0 )...) 0, ;,;,. (4.1) 
Then, the corresponding n-dimensional vector (x), is defined by 
1, 
( 
Q 13 I,, 
(x), = o:, jyxj, ) j, +1x,j, + j, ,...) ml1 ’ .,z ‘y ’ .jl, 
J 
(4.2 1 
k=l k=l 
By this way, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a set of {O. 1 } 
sequences at the end 0 with n zero elements and n-dimensional vector (x),, 
to satisfy xi<x,+ ,, i= I ,..., n - 1. 
In [7], the steady state probability P(s) in Hill’s enzyme model was 
given by 
m) = F,,(x + e)lC,v + 1 > r = (l,..., 1 ), (4.3) 
where F,(x + e) is the determinant I( i.Y~:+‘, )I, x ,, to represent he number of 
all paths dominated by (x),, (cf. [3]) and C,,,, , is a well-known Catalan 
number. In this model, all possible one-way transitions are described as 
follows: 
(a) OS + Is, 
(b) ~10s + sOls’, 
(c) sl -+so. 
Under these transitions, the steady state probability P(s) has the following 
property C71, 
,,c, P(s’) =k(s) P(s), (4.4) 
where k(s) is the number of s” such that s -+ 3”. Then (4.4) is reduced to the 
following recurrence relation of F,(x), 
C F,(x’+e)=k((x),)F,(x+e), 
x’ - .r 
(4.5) 
where x’ corresponds to s’ in (4.4). 
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Now, we shall give a simple proof of (4.5) based on Proposition 3. For 
the simplicity, we assume ii and j, are not zero. Then, the m states s’ under 
the transitions (a), (b), and (c) are given by the following: 
11 II 12 .I2 Jm 
s’ = (O>, 1, o,c 1, oz, 17, 0 )..., 0, 1x ) 
= (O&T 
i2 h ,tTl 
1,0x, 1, 0, lZ, 0 )...) 0, iz ) 
=(O%, lfi 1, 0 -)...) ‘20, l)...) - h 1) 0 )...) 0, 1, 0, lE1 Im ), 
The corresponding vector .x’ are 
x’ =x + eo, 
= x + ea2 
where trk = C: _ I ii and ej is the jth unit vector (0 ,..., 0, i, 0 ,..., 0). Since the 
delta operator of (;) is eD - 1, by Proposition 3, we obtain 
=x+eom, 
1 F(x’+e)= f F,(x+e+e,,) 
\.‘-.r k=l 
= C (F,(x+e)+F~;,,(x(,,,+e)-F,_,(x(,,+,,fe)} 
k=l 
+ FAX + e) + F,- I(xt,J + e). 
Since the property of the vector (x), gives 
and 
Fn- I(x~,,+ 1) +e)=Fn-l(xt,,+,J+eL k = l,..., m - I 
F,.- I(xc,,j + e) = FAX + e), 
we obtain the following identity: 
1 F,(x’+e)=(m+ l)F,(x+e). 
.Y’ - x 
Since the number (m + 1) is clearly equal to the outdegree k(s), we obtain 
(4.5) in this case. In other cases, we can obtain similar results. 
We make a remark of a generating function of the sequence F,(x). Since 
we can directly obtain the following identity, we omit the proof. 
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Remark. The generating function is represented by 
(4.6) 
where L is an lift operator defined by 
ulx,)=.f(-~,+,) 
and 1 is a scalar number one. Also, in (4.6), the operator form (1 + A) ’ is 
defined by I,“= O ( -A )“. 
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